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CONTACT 

Thank you for allowing me to introduce myself. 

They say I'm a creative author, with significant insight, extraordinary

engagement, and meaning.  Whether you enjoy my publishing or have an

opportunity to collaborate with me, I've been told it's bound to be a

memorable experience.  I'm magnetic, charismatic & have a fun sense of

humor. I'm extremely grounded, and posses excellent communication skills.  

I am a natural with captivating my audience, and to ignite interaction, from

one on ones, to hundreds.  I have over ten years of public speaking.

From simple memes and quoted T's, Children's Books to Novels, I try to

capture the pure essence of life, while shedding light on it's valuable

lessons.   The foundation to all of my work is to provide a sense of belonging.  

I feel when my audience is reading or hearing something they can relate to,

and I can inspire others in a positive way, it gives my experiences PURPOSE.   

My writing style is an easy read, with my attempt to remain genuine,

uncomplicated, and rated "E" for EVERYONE!  To date, I self-published my

work, understanding there may be plenty of mistakes. I believe to "not let

perfection become procrastination". With my desire to just get myself out

there, and help make a difference in my own significant way, I humbly admit

that I am perfectly imperfect. All things considered, I hope my sincerity helps

my readers connect. 

I recently asked my mother: "Mom, when I am ever going to NOT be 'Too

Much'?  She swiftly and very matter of factly replied: "When you realize

you're not 'Too Much' for THE WORLD!
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My strength is having significant

insight , a positive perspective

on life, cultural diversity and the

ability to connect globally.
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Summary

A hopeless romantic who's in love with life! I take you on a visual tour through my heart, sharing my personal collection of poetry

and quotes, as experienced from a young teen to adulthood, with short stories of the meaning behind them.

This book captures feelings we all experience in LOVE, LOSS, FAITH and STRENGTH.

68 Pages
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Summary

A motivational book on how to shift your mindset from negatives to positives within a split second, as easy as a flip of a

switch. I encourage you to cast your own light, not allowing your own perception, or opinions of others, to keep you in the

dark. My campaign, "Rock Your Reset" is to SHIFT your mindset, and SHARE your story, to give your experiences purpose.

Readers are encouraged to turn: Struggles to Strength, Battles to Blessings, Wounded to Warrior, Attitude to Gratitude or

Popularity to Purpose.

This book helps to clear the space in your head, and stop being your own worst enemy.

44 Pages

Meet The Author Events

I deliver excerpts from my book, #RESET, and show how easy it can be to turn your negatives to positives, to shift your

mindset.  I share my personal #RESET of "Struggles to Strength", opening doors and providing light, encouraging others to do

the same. Great for multiple class or assembly presentations. Suitable for grades 6 - 12.
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Summary

An activity book with an easy, step by step guide to understand exactly what you want vs. what you think you want, and tips

to achieve your goals. 

This book helps you set a more direct roadmap to your destination.

44 Pages

Meet The Author Events

I explain this very simple guide to know exactly what you want to achieve in your life, making it more realistic to get there. I

share how I discovered "The Process".  

Great for Psychology, Life Skills and Business Classes. Suitable for grades 6 - 12.
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Summary

A picture story book of how Santa provides homes without a fireplace a poster to hang, and turns their fireplace poster into a

real fireplace, for one magical night.  The story explains to keep your poster safely tucked into your keepsake box and the

magic will work year after year.

44 Pages

Meet The Author Events

After a reading of this magical story, I share the importance to pursue your dreams.  I explain how I created the book, and the

message I leave with my young audience is: Never give up!   

Great for individual classes, as we share each student's dreams. Suitable for grades K - 5.

Annual donations or reduced cost events for:  Military, Family Services Events, & Commissary . Underprivileged School

Districts.  Full donation events may also be sponsored by Organizations or  Corporations
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Summary

 A very gifted lone star overcomes daily challenges of being different, and the struggles to find a sense of belonging. The

journey shares encouraging tips of how to keep shining bright, and not let anything or anyone dim your light!
TBD Pages (Work in Progress)

The Lone Star
This very unique star tries to fit in with all of the other star groups.  Along the way, Star Bizarre finds by trying too hard is one of the things that may dim your
light. Instead, Star Bizarre learns how to have confidence and to simply just BE.

The Happy Bubble
Star Bizarre is a big dreamer and always looks at the bright side of things. Sometimes other stars don't understand how this can be. Star Bizarre has to learn
how to both protect, and share the happy bubble of the world this unique star lives in, and help shed more light.

Time To Shine
Star Bizarre finds out that the more you get comfortable to be yourself, the more you realize you have a specific gift and purpose. Star Bizarre shares the
simple ways to help you SHINE ON too, with little uplifting reminders.

Am I A Sunbeam?
Star Bizarre is surprised that something completely opposite can grow up the exact same way.  Star Bizarre quickly learns that besides bold stars, there are
other types of quiet, steady LIGHT that can also shine very bright.

Meet The Author Events

These fun stories are perfect for helping young readers understand that everyone is different, no one should worry about what

others think or say, and how to obtain and maintain self confidence. My time with the children will include my own battles I

had to overcome with very light- hearted examples. 

Great for individual class or assembly presentations. Suitable for grades k - 3.

Chr ist ine  DerOhannesian -  CHILDREN'S BOOK

BBB III ZZZAAARRRRRREEE
Christine DerOhannesian 2020

Book Series

The Lone Star: Sometimes being
EXTRAORDINARY is not so easy.

The Happy Bubble: Living in a HAPPY BUBBLE
can be misunderstood.

Time To Shine: Finding that you're GIFTED can
take some getting used to.

Am I A Sunbeam? Being a RAY OF LIGHT
comes in different forms.
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Work  in  Progress .  2  year  goal

MAMMA'S  CANZONE  

Summary

The  sp i r i t  o f  the  194 1  mov ie  "Mamma" ,  s ta r ing  Ben iamino  Gig l i ,  remains  the  mus ic

of  the  hear t  o f  th ree  generat ions .  A  d ream th readed th rough  the  fami l y ,  comes

a l i ve  w i th  the  g randson ,  a  g reat  Tenor ,  p roduc ing  the  f i na l  sco re .

Scene :  Sp l i t  image ,  Je rusa lem 1941 ,  and  Amer ica  1999-2020 

*  Based  on  a  t rue  s to ry

CHAPTER FOUR: Jerusalem 1941

"Come on Vartan, hurry!  We're going to miss it if we get caught!" Hovan yelled out with desperation, as the boys
shuffled their bodies under a fence and into the outdoor theatre.  Hovan and Vartan scurried into their places. Not
in the stadium seats, where business owners and people of status studiously sat, but tucked away, far under the
bleachers.  The two young teens were excited, anxious, and mesmerized looking out into the crowd and gazing
wide eyed at the introductory trailers on the big screen. They have waited 27 days to come see this movie! 

 Vartan does not take his eyes off the screen, but leans into Hovans ear & asks, "what is THIS one about?" This
will be the boys second adventure of successfully sneaking into the theatre, the same theatre that other boys
from their neighborhood only get to daydream about.  They were still panting out of breath, and while Hovan tried
to tweak out something to say, he couldn't catch his breath just yet, his chest was too swollen up, because
already, they were heros!  Again, Vartan asked, "Hovan, what is THIS one going to be about?"  And Hovan
leaned into the movie more, eyes wide open, as the Big Lion on the screen started to roar!
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"Shhhhh Vartan!"  Just stay quiet!  "Here, take this! He handed him a piece of crumpled up blank paper. "What's
this for?" Vartan asked innocently and confused.  "Hovan whispers, "when the song comes on, I will repeat the
words and you write them down. Write down what? asked Vartan, even more confused.  "Just write down the
words I tell you Vartan!  That's it.  Just stay quiet & when I tell you to write, just write!  Write quickly, but just just
write!"  It's starting now, just sit still & be quiet!"  "Hovan!  Hovan!, look, you've made a mistake!  You counted the
days wrong!  You are confused, this is the same movie we saw last month!" yelled Vartan with despair and
pointing to the Lion and the MGM  logo at the start of the movie.  "I'm not confused!  replied Hovan, somewhat
sternly, " as a matter of fact, I've never been so clear in my life!"  Vartan, even more confused and now also
angry for taking such a great risk to sneak into a movie they have already seen before, he asks sarcastically,
"Clear about what?  Hovan remains straight faced and gazed, "Clear that THIS is my destiny!" Vartan again,
anxiously " Destiny?  You are Crazy!!!  Do you know that we could have gotten arrested trying to get into here, if
we get caught, we're going to jail, we already saw THIS movie and now you're rambling about destiny!  You are
crazy!  Is your destiny to be a criminal in jail Hovan?  Would your mother be proud about THAT destiny Hovan?"
"Just sit still Vartan!  You'll see!"

The movie's beginning still has the boys star gazing into the screen, but Vartan becomes restless and annoyed
that it is over 100 degrees in the desert, MUCH hotter under the bleachers, no fans to cool off with, nothing to
drink, and all of this -only to watch the big movie screen repeat itself.   "Get ready Vartan, get ready!  Get ready
to write!  ok, now WRITE!"  Hovan whisper-sings with a crackling, yet still  melodic sweet voice into Vartan's ear:  
"Mamma"....and again, and again, word by word, line by line, "Mamma dada di di da dee dee"....  Then, at the
end of the song, he impatiently asks Vartan, "Did you get it?  Did you get the song?" And rips the paper out of
Vartan's hands.  He looks down, eyes wide open, mouth swiftly turning from glee to a sulk, "Vartan, there are
only a few words here!"  "But Hovan, you were going too fast!  The words are Italian, I have NO IDEA what you
were saying, how am I going to write down words I do not know!" Hovan just stares over at Vartan out of disbelief
and disappointment.

Before the finale, the boys, dripping in sweat, paper folded in a tight grasp of Hovans hand, they shuffle their way
back out of the bleachers, wiggle through some crowds beginning to form & run back for the fence!  "Hey you! 
 You boys over there!  Stop!"  The boys turn back to see a guard, but quickly turn back around and make a run
for it!  "Go!  Go!  Go!.  Right through the fence, quickly out of the theatre grounds, panting, sweating, and
balancing themselves along stone walls bordering the theatre, they start to chuckle with relief!  "That was close!"  
sighed Hovan!  "Close for what, you crazy fool!  What was all of THAT for?  We already saw that movie!  Try
getting me thrown in jail at least for a film I haven't seen before!  You know I love the movies, you know I'll go
with you to hell and back just to get a glimpse of theatre, but again Hovan?  To see "Mamma" again?  You really
are Crazy!  And stupid!" Vartan was out of breath.  Out of breath from running, but also out of breath from
despair- making his point as to how irrational his best friend had been.  "Crazy, maybe... stupid, Never!  I know
what I am doing!  I will get the words to that song, even if it takes me three years! yelled back Hovan with his own
conviction.   " You might get your visa to the United States before you get the words to that song! It's in Italian! 
 You're not even CLOSE to Italian, you fool!" Vartan started to chuckle while feeling much more level headed
than his crazy friend, "You have no idea what they are saying!"  And the boys laughed their way back to the
Armenian Quarters. They laughed with relief of not getting caught.  They laughed at the pleasure in being able to
be their own individual selves and still loved and respected in their friendship, and finally, laughed, knowing that
there is simply something about the two of them that sets them apart from everyone else.
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Without fully understanding it -whatever this unique gift they shared was- it certainly continued to swell their
chests with pride as they reached back to where the rest of the kids their age are playing football in the center
court.  Back to the "common town" where most pre-teens are already missing school and working with their
fathers.  Back to the community of men, women and children trying to stay cool in the shade, where it's too hot to
work or cook  so instead they just sit and tell stories.  "See that!"  Hovan confidently says to Vartan. "Those
people over there talking?" pointing and asking Vartan.  "Yes, those families, but they are not just "talking" they
are telling stories!  Stories that have been told from generation to generation, and one day, they will be telling
stories about ME!  About Hovan, the boy they grew up with!  Hovan, the greatest Armenian singer who was born
and raised in their very own Jerusalem!  Not HOVAN, JOHN! John, The American star who is known and loved
ALL OVER THE WORLD!  JOHN! the man who sang "Mamma" even better than Beniamino Gigli in the 1941 film
"Mamma!....and on & on he started to proclaim his fame, his fortune, his wealth, his LADIES!  

Vartan again, "Stop!  You crazy fool!  Stop!  You are a Tailor!  You only went to school to the seventh grade! 
 Your parents do not speak English!  YOU hardly speak English!  You are Dreaming!  You are such a
DREAMER!  When are you ever going to do something REAL with your life and STOP THAT DREAMING!  You
are Great at boxing!  You are the best in our Organization.  You have many metals from Homenetman for ping
pong, for biking, for racing, you are a sportsman!  You are our leader!  You ARE our Hovan the Great in our
organization!  Why do you want to be something else?  You are a dreamer!" ... 

The boys started to distant, both walking in their own direction on the way back to each home.  Their
conversation grew louder, making it a point to be well heard.  The small groups telling their own stories were
being interrupted, only to shake their heads with grief of "here we go again, Hovan and his crazy talk" as Hovan
turned around to confidently reply "those things come natural, yes.  I enjoy them, yes.  I am a tailor to help my
family, yes.  But No, Vartan, no, that is NOT me. Well, it's me, but it's not ALL of me.  It's not what I am going to
be! It's not my destiny.  It's not my FATE!"

An exhausted Vartan shook his head, walked away, and yelled back to Hovan for the final time " Go get
something to drink Hovan.  Go get some rest!  This Sun has gotten to you!  You have heat stroke!  Go see your
Mother!"  And Hovan started to walk inside, saying to himself  "yes, see my mother. MOTHER.  Mamma. "
Mamma!"  He started to sing louder & louder, sticking his head back out the door and loud enough to make
Vartan turn back around and shake his head to the crazy kid singing "MAMMA!!!  DA DA DI DI DA DEE DEE! 
 MAMMA, DA DA DEE DEE DA DI DI!!!!  Da da DEE, dee, da dee de, dah dah da, da, dah da dhum....." Into a
more faint distance and his door closed.  Vartan was gone.  The sun was now gone.  But HOT, yes, hot it still
was!
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Come on Vartan, come on!  We're going to be late!  But Hovan, again, Hovan?  You know we could get caught
this time.  Why Hovan, Why?  Just shuush, Vartan, and let's go!  Again, the boys sneak back into the theatre. 
 Not to see another movie, but the same Italian dream.  To gaze up the big cinema and watch Beniamino Gigli
sing his heart out, with his dreams of becoming an American singer.  To watch his mother, cry in despair for her
son, dedicating her everyday living to make his dreams come true.  Tears swell up in Hovan's eyes, sting pierces
through his nose, and throat enlarged, making it too hard to swallow.  With shallow gasps, he says again, "NOW
VARTAN!  NOW!  Start writing!"   With a slippery pen from his sweating fingers and skin oils dripping into his
eyes it was almost impossible for Vartan  to write anything under the blazing hot bleachers that day. But with
more fear from what the radical Hovan  might do if he didn't dictate the songs' lyrics, Vartan focused and furiously
scribbled as Hovan sang the music into his ear.  Again, starting with "Mamma"....  Vartan made every attempt to
catch each word, as for this time, he started to understand  how important it was to Hovan.  He looked into
Hovans eyes and saw something not only speaking TO him, but speaking THROUGH him.  Vartan may have
never felt what Hovan was feeling, perhaps he never even heard the same song that Hovan was hearing, but
each time, of the sixteen times they went to watch the movie, listen to the song and capture the lyrics, Vartan
grew closer and closer to Hovan, admiring him for his passion, his dedication and ultimately, for his dreams.  He
grew proud to be a part of something never visible, but never as beautiful and something never tangible, but
never as fulfilling. So he wrote.  Hovan sang, Vartan wrote. Each encounter, one step closer to completion. 
 Italian words romantically sung, Armenian hands passionately writing.

"Hovan, we are done!  The song is complete!" Vartan exclaimed on that final sixteenth sneak into the theatre! 
 We have it!  The whole song "Mamma!"  Hovan held the lyrics in his hands, bowed his head and started to cry. 
 "Hovan, Hovan!  yelled Vartan, your tears, your tears!  They are ruining the music!  Hovan!"  And the cries from
Vartan crying out his name was quickly drowned by another voice, only in the distance, but growing nearer and
louder, "Heh you!  Hey you kids!  What are you doing under there?"  And again, Hovan put the world he had just
visited, right into his pocket and began to run.  "Run Vartan, run!" Finally entering the town streets, with crowds
slowly shuffling along, amidst the heat, the boys were whistling and Hovan part singing: "Mamma, de deda
Felice, da dada la da dum," until he would quickly glance at the paper in his hand, and then finished:
" MAMMA SON' TANTO FELICE,
PERCHE RITORNO DA TE
LA MIA
CANZONE TI DICE
CHE IL PIU BEL GIORNO PER ME
MAMMA SON'
TANTO FELICE
VIVERE LONTANO PERCHE .

 
"What does it mean Hovan? How will we know what it means?" Vartan was almost back to his initial insecurities
of what this was all about.  What, why, and now, HOW?  Did he not think or believe that Hovan had this all
figured out?  How was Hovan so confident in singing this song in Itaian?  In spite of Vartans new doubts, Hovan
did not feel one ounce of Vulnerability.
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"Continuing his walk through town, which was now turning into a proud strut,  he was calm, collective, part
reading the words and part singing from memory, voice sweet and secure.  Vartan watching in astonishment:
"MAMMA SOLO
PER TE
LA MIA CANZONE VOLA
MAMMA SARAI CON ME
TU
NON SARAI PIU SOLA
QUANTO TI VOGLIO BENE
QUESTE PAROLE
D’AMORE
CHE TI SOSPIRA IL MIO CUORE
FORSE NON S'USANO
PIU...wanting to continue his debut, but was vigilantly interrupted, "Heh you boys!  You there!  What is THAT that
you are singing? Come over here. Let me see that!" and a studious man walked towards Hovan and Vartan,
pointing to Hovans paper.  The man may not have known the boys, but as the boys whispered confirmation into
each other's ears, as the boys, for certain, knew who the man was. 

"Hovan," Vartan started, "I know, I know", Hovan interrupted him, "shhhh!."  "Heh you boy," the man continued,
now with three other large men standing up and walking over to guard him, "let me see that paper, where did you
hear that song?" Hovan pulled Vartan behind him, securing he would not attempt to give his secret away, and
said " This is not a song, this is just a letter that I am writing to my Mother.  Her birthday is coming up and I
wanted to write something special for her.  Like a Poem."  The man attempted to grab the paper, "Kid, I am not
foolish!  Do not mock me!  Where did you get that song?  I will pay you to have the music to that song!"  Hovan
earnestly replied: "It is not for sale, YOU will not have this song, YOU will not sing this song, this is for ME.  This
song is for ME.  This is all about ME and this is MINE!" and Hovan's gold medal- feet took action, running off
pulling Vartan behind!  "Run Vartan, Run!"  

Out of breath, they reach their neighborhood.  "Hovan", Vartan started, when I am ever going to stop running for
you?  I am tired Hovan.  You might be in our Olympic Organization.  You might be trained, you might be
conditioned, you might be a medalist, Hovan, but I am not, and why do I keep running for you!"  Hovan took
another long breath, but this breath was not from physical despair, this breath was only the hesitation and
complication in trying to explain, once again, what his mission might be.  He paused, and thought, and then just
quite confidently said, "Trust me, Vartan, Trust me.  One day you will see."
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Work  in  Progress .  4  year  goal

ST.  GREGORY,  THE  ILLUMINATOR  

Summary

A s to ry  t ra i l i ng  the  s ign i f icance  of  a  h i s to r ica l  REL IC ,  The  Arm of  S t .  Gregory  and

the  Armen ian  Rebe l  Group  who p rese rved  Chr i s t ian i t y  amongst  the i r  peop le  by

sav ing  the i r  P r ime Min i s te r  f rom at tempted  assass in  and  tak ing  back  the  Arm of

St .  Gregory ,  wh ich  was  s to len  a t  that  t ime .

Scene :  Je rusa lem 1950- 195 1

*  Based  on  a  t rue  s to ry

Story forthcoming. 
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These and 
other albums 

found on:
 BUMBEL-FLY.COM

DONATION

Underprivileged School Districts
Shelters
Military Families

Every year I donate over 450 Santa's Magical
Chimney Gift Sets to:

> US Army, West Point
> US Marines
> US National Guard
> US Air Force

We have just as much fun being
in a cold, loud, airplane hanger,
at Stewart Airport, as we do in
the warm, sophisticated buildings
of the prestigious West Point!

SCHOOLS, LIBRARIES & COMMUNITY EVENTS
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